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Obiettivi di apprendimentoObiettivi di apprendimento

  
ConoscenzeConoscenze
Students are expected to acquire an understanding of the cultures and societies of the Greek and Roman worlds and to become familiar withStudents are expected to acquire an understanding of the cultures and societies of the Greek and Roman worlds and to become familiar with
the turning points of the Greek and Roman history, from the archaic period to Late Antiquity.the turning points of the Greek and Roman history, from the archaic period to Late Antiquity.

  
Modalità di verifica delle conoscenzeModalità di verifica delle conoscenze
In addition to the final oral exam, academic progress will be verified from the oral presentation that each student will take in front of theIn addition to the final oral exam, academic progress will be verified from the oral presentation that each student will take in front of the
classroom.classroom.

  
CapacitàCapacità
Students will be able to conduct research and analysis of ancient sources and to acquired knowledge about the bibliographic tools andStudents will be able to conduct research and analysis of ancient sources and to acquired knowledge about the bibliographic tools and
methodologies of ancient history.methodologies of ancient history.

  
Modalità di verifica delle capacitàModalità di verifica delle capacità
Each student will have to present an oral report on a subject assigned by the lecturer (who will take into account the interests and the area ofEach student will have to present an oral report on a subject assigned by the lecturer (who will take into account the interests and the area of
study of the student) and to answer questions from the audience about his/her presentation.study of the student) and to answer questions from the audience about his/her presentation.

  
ComportamentiComportamenti
Students will improve their accuracy and precision when collecting and analysing historical data and will develop their presentation skills.Students will improve their accuracy and precision when collecting and analysing historical data and will develop their presentation skills.

  
Modalità di verifica dei comportamentiModalità di verifica dei comportamenti
Students will be requested to deliver oral presentation concerning specific topics and to participate to discussion.Students will be requested to deliver oral presentation concerning specific topics and to participate to discussion.

  
Prerequisiti (conoscenze iniziali)Prerequisiti (conoscenze iniziali)
NoneNone

  
Indicazioni metodologicheIndicazioni metodologiche
Face to face lessons.Face to face lessons.

  
Programma (contenuti dell'insegnamento)Programma (contenuti dell'insegnamento)
Detailed information are on the syllabus.Detailed information are on the syllabus.

  
Bibliografia e materiale didatticoBibliografia e materiale didattico
Besides the notes and the texts discussed during the lectures, the students are expected to study:Besides the notes and the texts discussed during the lectures, the students are expected to study:
 - B. Campbell, The Romans and their world - B. Campbell, The Romans and their world
- R. Garland, Daily Life of the Ancient Greeks- R. Garland, Daily Life of the Ancient Greeks
Supplementary and more specific readings are requested to Erasmus students who want to attend the course and take the final exam (pleaseSupplementary and more specific readings are requested to Erasmus students who want to attend the course and take the final exam (please
contact the lecturers).contact the lecturers).
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The lecturers are happy to suggest further readings to students who wish to deepen their knowledge of particular aspectes of the Greek andThe lecturers are happy to suggest further readings to students who wish to deepen their knowledge of particular aspectes of the Greek and
Roman worlds.Roman worlds.
The reading material can be found in the Biblioteca di Antichistica (Pisa) and in certain cases can be supplied by the lecturers.The reading material can be found in the Biblioteca di Antichistica (Pisa) and in certain cases can be supplied by the lecturers.
  

  
Indicazioni per non frequentantiIndicazioni per non frequentanti
Attendance is mandatory.Attendance is mandatory.
  

  
Modalità d'esameModalità d'esame
The exam consists of:The exam consists of:
a) oral presentation to the lecturers and the class on a specific topic related to the coursea) oral presentation to the lecturers and the class on a specific topic related to the course
b) final exam (written test or oral interview between the student and the lecturer which aims to assess if the students has acquired theb) final exam (written test or oral interview between the student and the lecturer which aims to assess if the students has acquired the
knowledge of the topics and of the problems faced during the lectures and in the assigned texts).knowledge of the topics and of the problems faced during the lectures and in the assigned texts).

  
NoteNote
For every information contact the IPH didactic responsible, dr. Federico Dalla Battista, federico.dallabattista@cfs.unipi.itFor every information contact the IPH didactic responsible, dr. Federico Dalla Battista, federico.dallabattista@cfs.unipi.it
  
Examination Jury: Prof. Chiara Tommasi (President); Prof. Margherita Facella (Member); Prof. Fabio Guidetti; Prof. Andrea Raggi (DeputyExamination Jury: Prof. Chiara Tommasi (President); Prof. Margherita Facella (Member); Prof. Fabio Guidetti; Prof. Andrea Raggi (Deputy
President)President)
  
Tue 16-17.30Tue 16-17.30
Wed 17.45-19.15Wed 17.45-19.15
Fri 16-17.30Fri 16-17.30
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